GET YOUR
REPLACEMENT
PARTS IN ORDER
THE PROBLEM WITH PARTS

Replacement parts are a tricky business. One wrong
component can damage a machine or create huge,
unnecessary delays in repair times. You need the right
parts to keep your operation online.
But part suppliers change. So do the parts themselves
over the course of a product life-cycle. Your component
stock becomes obsolete without anybody noticing—and
your spare parts warehouse becomes less and less
efficient. The next step? Costly mistakes and countless
“human errors” in parts ordering.

ACCURATE, AUTOMATICALLY

Our Electronic Parts Catalog solution links your catalog
to a central database, so it’s easy to maintain an
accurate, up-to-date, highly searchable parts catalog.
Our parts ordering solution:
• Is compatible with all major PLM systems
(SAP, AS400, etc.)
• Matches with project CAD drawings through 		
departmental PDM
• Creates a multi-channel, auto-publishing
spare parts catalog
Thanks to Tweddle Group’s Spare Parts Management
Software, the Electronic Parts Catalog tracks and
incorporates every change in the Bill of Materials
(BOM), so each product aligns with its latest
required components.

MAKE NO MISTAKE

Just enter the VIN or serial number of the product
you’re working on and a multi-channel output serves the
relevant catalog through your tablet or PC, right down
to the spare parts in use by the final client.
Our system lets you search in traditional ways—by part
name or number—while exploded CAD and 3D interactive
views make it easy to spot and order exactly what
you need.

FLIP THE SCRIPT

Old-school parts replacement costs you in machine
damage, logistical delays and loss of customer trust. Our
electronic parts catalog turns that equation on its head,
so you can create higher business volume and better
relationships with your final customers.
Tweddle Group’s product enables best-practice
methodologies regarding:
•
•
•
•
•

Repair kit definition
Suggested spare parts
List of first stock parts
Component validation with expiration date
Consumer components and more

These practices, combined with the software package
itself, radically increase efficiency and improve your
overall productivity.

ELECTRONIC
PARTS CATALOG.
THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR
REPLACEMENT PARTS.

